War loss of an Italian seaplane ‐ Argostoli, Kefalonia ‐ 5 June 1941

The WWII loss of an Italian seaplane, presumably Cant Z.506B "Airone"
In the harbour of Argostoli, Kefalonia Island, on 5 June 1941
A deadly reconnaissance patrol
During a reconnaissance patrol in the Ionian Sea on 5 June 1941, a british "Maryland"
reconnaissance aircraft (probably of Νο.69 Squadron RAF stationed at Luqa, Malta,
operating in the area at the time), sighted attacked and destroyed an Italian seaplane, which
was taxiing on the water in Argostoli harbour, Kefalonia.

The event is recorded in the “War Cabinet ‐ Weekly Resume May 29th to June 5th
1941” under the section “Αir Situation, Malta.” (paragraph 53):
…“Our reconnaissance aircraft have constantly patrolled the coasts of Tunis and Tripoli
and the Ionian Sea. During one of these flights a Maryland destroyed an Italian seaplane
on the water at Argostoli (Cephalonia).”…
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This is also reported in the newspaper “The Courier‐Mail newspaper June 6th, 1941”
(National Library of Australia), in the article titled: “ITALIANS’ CONVOY BATTERED”:
…“LONDON, June 5. …On a reconnaissance flight off the island of Cephalonia, a British
aircraft attacked an Italian seaplane, which was taxiing on the water, and destroyed it.”…

The Italian seaplane was probably a Cant Z.506B "Airone" belonging to one of the maritime
reconnaissance squadrons (“Squadriglia da Ricognizione Marittima”) of the Italian Royal Air
Force (“Regia Aeronautica”) that took part in the assault on the Ionian Islands in April 1941
and operated from bases on the islands during the first period of the Italian‐German
occupation.
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Airborne assault on Kefalonia
On 30 April 1941, five Cant Z.506B “Airone” seaplanes of the 35th Maritime Bomber Wing
(“35ο Stormo Bombardamento Marittimo”) take off from a Brindisi air base. They are
followed by three Savoia‐Marchetti “SM.82” transport aircraft from a Galatina airbase
carrying 60 paratroopers of the 2nd battalion of the 185th Parachute Division (185a Divisione
Paracadutisti “Folgore”). The flight heads to Kefalonia and once over the island the Italian
troop’s contingent drops. The overwhelmed small Greek police force that essentially
comprises the entire guard of the island is disarmed without a fight. This is the first combat
use of Italian parachutists in the war and supposedly is a success although minor
(some sources report that many parachutists were drowned and it is true that there were
not deployed much more in the war).
A report on the “Enemy Air‐borne forces prepared by (US) Military Intelligence Service
December 2, 1942” (pages 14, 61, sections 12, 49 of the report), accounts for this operation:
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On 5 May 1941 the Italian “Acqui” Division assumes command of all Ionian Islands and the
Italian Air Force installs reconnaissance/early warning stations on Kefalonia and Zante and a
small airbase on Corfu that functions mainly as a refuelling station.

This photograph depicts one of the Italian seaplanes approaching the Argostoli quay wall on
the day of the occupation of Kefalonia (30 April 1941), one month before an identical aircraft
was destroyed on the water by British aircraft (5 June 1941).
(http://www.ww2incolor.com/italian‐forces/CZ506‐CEFALONA.html)

Researched and edited by Tilemachos Beriatos, 2010‐2014.
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Cant Z.506B "Airone" (meaning “Heron”)
Italian 3‐engine seaplane developed in 1939, as a military version of the civilian model Cant
Z.506Α of 1936. Only a total of 324 units were ever produced. “Airone” was initially
operating as reconnaissance aircraft and torpedo bomber. However it was not fast enough
for bombing and therefore was seldom employed when likely to be opposed by allied
fighters. Consequently it was almost entirely withdrawn from this use and was rather
utilized in maritime reconnaissance, air‐sea rescue, convoy escort and anti‐submarine patrol
roles.
With the beginning of the war on 10 June 1940, ninety‐four of these were readily
operational and most of them served with the 31st and 35th Maritime Bomber Wings (“31ο
Stormo Autonomo Bombardamento Marittimo – B.M.” and “35ο Stormo B. M.”) with 22
aircraft, based in Elmas, Cagliari (Sardinia island) and with 25 aircraft, based in Brindisi,
respectively. Also a small number was allocated to a few Maritime Reconnaissance
Squadrons (“Squadriglia da Ricognizione Marittima”).
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